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WELCOME
At STRATMOR Group, our focus has always been on the lender and borrower experience, 
and we feel fortunate that, through the years, we’ve had the pleasure of working with so 
many great mortgage lenders. In recent years, lenders have expressed frustration about 
the quality of technologies provided in our space. To help address lenders’ concerns, 
STRATMOR focused our efforts at the source, the providers who serve the mortgage 
lending industry. We are now also engaged with technology providers directly, guiding 
them to develop a better understanding of what lenders need and what borrowers 
want. This way, providers can improve their technology and design their product 
roadmap with both lenders’ and borrowers’ needs in mind. 

This month, we’re sharing with you the experiences 
of STRATMOR Principal David Moynan as he 
worked with LoyaltyExpress, a mortgage marketing 
automation and CRM firm. It was an enlightening 
experience for David, and one that caused him to 
do a 180 in his thinking about the best way to reach 
borrowers, particularly Millennials. A big thank you 
to Jeff Doyle, CEO and co-founder with his wife Mary 
Beth of LoyaltyExpress for sharing their take on this 
experience working with David and the STRATMOR 
team.

In our Mortgage Metrics Matters section,  
Sr. Partner Nicole Yung draws upon the results of our 
2017 Technology Insights Survey, sharing the top five 
reasons why lenders are replacing their LOS — and 
what it’s costing them to do so. Replacement costs 
paid upfront to LOS vendors included both licensing 

fees and professional service fees related to initial 
implementation assistance. If you’re in the early 
stages or actively considering replacing your LOS, 
this piece should be both informative and helpful.

Have you ever wondered why borrowers choose 
a specific lender? In this month’s Borrower 
Experience article, Sr. Partner Matt Lind shares 
his analysis of two-year’s worth of MortgageSAT 
data and breaks out the details on the “why” 
behind the borrower’s choice for purchase and 
refinance loans. You may be surprised by which 
reasons matter and which do not. As an upfront 
hint: Price is not a primary reason. 

Thanks for joining us the month.

 
Lisa Springer, CEO
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CROSSING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE: IN WITH THE OLD,  
IN WITH THE NEW 
By David Moynan, STRATMOR Principal

When it comes to mortgage lenders and vendors, I don’t get caught by surprise very often. 

I’ve worked with quite a few companies in the last ten years and I think I have a pretty 
good idea about who is doing what, how well they are doing it, and who could (and should) 
be doing something more or different. 

In-Focus

LoyaltyExpress is one of the few companies that made me stop in my tracks.

The big picture description of LoyaltyExpress is that they are a customer 
relationship management (CRM) and marketing automation provider 
to 25 percent of the top 20 mortgage banks in the nation. Their flagship 
solution, CustomerManager, is an enterprise-wide software-as-a-service 
platform that facilitates lead management, integrated email and direct 
mail campaigns, and has a compliant marketing store, that provides loan 
officers with a 360-degree view of each loan officer’s customers, partners, 
and prospects).

STRATMOR got to know LoyaltyExpress when New Capital Partners (NCP) 
went looking for a mortgage CRM to form the foundation of a mortgage-
ready technology suite of products. NCP liked the potential of LoyaltyExpress 
and, as they discussed possibilities, they asked STRATMOR to join their due 
diligence team and review LoyaltyExpress’s business and technology. 
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What I knew about LoyaltyExpress going into the due 
diligence was that they offered marketing automation 
solutions for a few large lenders but were relatively 
inactive in the mortgage technology community and 
specialized in direct mail.

I remember walking through the front door of their 
office in Massachusetts for the first time and being 
greeted by two very friendly dogs and thinking, 
“How important is direct mail in an industry being 
dominated by the buzz around digital?”

Jeff Doyle, CEO of LoyaltyExpress and co-founder of 
the company with his wife, Mary Beth started the day 
with the story of how the company got started. Jeff 
excitedly told me:

When we started this business in 2004, Mary Beth saw 
a gap in the market that she knew we could fill. At the 
time, the quality of mortgage marketing was abysmal. 
Customization meant a picture or a logo slapped onto 
a postcard and the same content used by multiple 
lenders. Plus, it took an enormous amount of time for 
the lender to get what they needed. Offering lenders 
high-quality direct mail and marketing items was the 
genesis for us to elevate, personalize and leverage the 
power of variable data printing and personalization 
software that we had in-house.

With the digital evolution, the gap between what 
lenders need to best serve the borrower and the 
solutions their vendors offer has widened once again. 

Compliance in automated marketing was innovative 
a few years ago; now lenders are looking to mitigate 
the cost of compliance and third-party oversight 
and manage data security. Lenders need speed and 
efficiency from their vendors; loan officers need 
customized, personalized items to hand out and 
they need them quickly. A vendor’s system should be 

able to integrate with the lender’s other technologies, 
including their LOS. And lenders — they need to 
research and deploy successful marketing tactics and 
include them in their marketing plans to reach digital 
mortgage borrowers.

Our Sr. Partner, Garth Graham and I spent two 
days at LoyaltyExpress conducting a deep review 
of the company’s operations, customer base and 
technology stack.  We also performed a comparative 
study of LoyaltyExpress with other similar vendors 
using STRATMOR proprietary data from our Digital 
Mortgage Matrix. This matrix compares vendor 
differentiators and core features that lenders want 
to findings from our annual Technology Insights 
Survey. A key STRATMOR Group value to our clients 
is our reach in the mortgage market and our ability 
to provide unfiltered feedback from past and present 
customers of LoyaltyExpress. This information 
guided a clear vision of how valuable LoyaltyExpress 
is to its customers and how likely they were to remain 
customers.  

It wasn’t until I saw their multi-million-dollar machines 
producing eye-catching, completely custom “Content 
you can touch” marketing items that I was convinced 
of the potential NCP had identified in LoyaltyExpress. 
I suddenly realized that in a world of “me-too,” that 
they had an opportunity to really stand out from the 
crowd. LoyaltyExpress has a key differentiator that 
resonates with its customers — the ability to create 
marketing pieces that work in a marketplace of long 
purchase cycles and target marketing using a variety 
of techniques, including direct mail. They can, in 
this market, help the lender send a polished, high-
education packet tailored to the borrower’s needs 
and the things the borrower is juggling in their lives 
at just the right time. 
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LoyaltyExpress also had a good CRM with a clear 
roadmap to further improve their digital offering 
and enable lenders to better analyze who they are 
working with. They saw a way to help lenders send 
better information to the borrower no matter where 
the borrower is in the process, whether the borrower 
is a first-time buyer, someone relocating, someone 
downsizing — whatever phase of life — lender can 
now market to the borrower’s specific needs. 

Direct Mail in the Digital Marketing Mix
I know there are lenders reading this thinking, “He’s 
talking direct mail and direct mail doesn’t work 
anymore or it’s a pure servicing or post-closing play.” 
Because of what I saw at LoyaltyExpress, I started 
researching direct mail and found some exciting 
facts, especially around Millennials.

We’ve all been thinking we need a mobile response to 
market to them, and yes, we do, and for the public at 
large. But here’s the news: all generations enjoy high 
engagement rates with Direct Mail. In fact, the U.S. 
Postal Service reports that 98 percent of Americans 
check their mail daily, and 79 percent of consumers 
say that they typically act on direct mail immediately 
after reading it.1 And Millennials, when they open —  
and their open rates are incredible — they count the 
time opening targeted piece of direct mail as leisure 
time. 

Think of it: Direct mail isn’t a purview of the Baby 
Boomers — it’s one of the most hard-hitting things 
you can do as a lender. If you send the right nice 
glossy marketing piece to a Millennial. they want to 
open it and they count the time spent opening it as 
enjoyable. Fun, even. You’ve made them happy! And 
who doesn’t want happy borrowers?

After two days with LoyaltyExpress, I was a believer.

STRATMOR made our recommendations, including 
that LoyaltyExpress focus their marketing efforts 
around unique direct mail and borrower content for 
loan officers, and that they promote their “Content 
you can touch” custom branded items which are 
applicable to all sales channels, not just traditional 
retail.

Jeff called our recommendations “Refreshing.”  He 
says:

There are a lot of people in our market who think 
direct mail is dead. But our response is that direct 
mail beats out email. We have, for example, clients 
who automate the inquiry or prequal process and 
then limit outreach to email. And on the retention 
side, it is important to think about what happens 
when the borrower opts out of email — how do you 
communicate with them if you’re only doing email? 
People just aren’t looking at a lot of mortgage stuff 
on social media yet.  

Our recommended methodology is that when you 
close a loan, when you have the money, give a little 
back and automate a five-year retention program, 
instead of when rates are rising and you don’t have a 
marketing budget. Steady Eddie wins the race — set 
it and forget.

NCP reviewed the due diligence and invested.

A New Front Door
Early on, STRATMOR saw a very real opportunity 
for LoyaltyExpress to get out to lenders with an 
improved product that checked off many of the CRM/
Marketing Automation boxes on the lenders’ digital 
mortgage needs lists. We felt that the user interface 
(UI) was dated and could adversely affect new sales 
and adoption, and we proposed designing a new 
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actionable dashboard that is used throughout the 
day, not just once a day for a quick look.

STRATMOR isn’t big on the plethora of dashboards 
we all see and don’t use, because they provide 
little real value and, consequently, people don’t use 
them as much as you would think they do. When 
we talk with Loan Officers and their managers, they 
consistently complain that their CRM and dashboards 
are underutilized. Consequently, they are looking for 
something shiny and new that is “digital mortgage 
ready” and, critically, something that LOs will use. 

We recommended that LoyaltyExpress could best 
their competition by creating a new, more modern, 
actionable dashboard. Not a BI tool that looks techy 
and is only used on a casual basis by loan officers 
to see how many purchase or refi loans they have in 
pipeline. But a dashboard that would give the loan 
officer insights into their pipeline and the things they 
need to be working on in a highly visual way that 
triggers deep links into the LoyaltyExpress product. 
This would be a User Interface designed to be useful, 
useable and valuable for the loan officer. 

LoyaltyExpress asked for STRATMOR’s help in 
designing the new interface and we were excited to 
be able to design, prototype and deliver front-end 
HTML code for them. The timeline was aggressive — 
could we work with the LoyaltyExpress development 
team and have a working product available for the 
October 2017 MBA Conference, less than six weeks 
away?

Jeff says, “It was an opportunity and it is such a good 
conference, we really wanted to bring something 
fresh to it and wanted to show our steady cadence of 
innovation to the market.”

What was most interesting with LoyaltyExpress 
is that they were willing — and wanted — to bring 
STRATMOR in on the development work. Most 
organizations want front-end assistance but prefer to 
do their own development work internally. Because 
they were willing to get out of the box, we offered two 
approaches to getting a new user interface ready to 
go in roughly six weeks.

The two options:

1. A working prototype: A clickable dashboard that is 
not actually live but looks like it. Users can click the 
screen and are taken to and from the system but 
the development work isn’t in place.

2. A stand up, working product. 

LoyaltyExpress chose option two, which really speaks 
to overall efficiencies of LoyaltyExpress and their 
passion to give something real and tangible to the 
customer.

Throughout the process, STRATMOR and 
LoyaltyExpress collaborated closely and well. We 
found tools that we could use to render designs to 
HTML. We were given access to their environment, 
and their development team could see what we had 
stood up, what and what we needed. We talked about 
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Would you like to talk to David Moynan about Digital Mortgage marketing or your Digital Mortgage roadmap?  
Contact him at david.moynan@stratmorgroup.com. n

WE WELCOME YOUR FEEDBACK

the front end, and the development team modified 
the UI. Then we all said, “Ah, this is how it works.” Jeff 
says:

We hadn’t done a revised UI in about four years, and 
we used a designer who was not industry-specific and 
there were definitely more cycles involved in review 
and revision. David’s strong product management 
experience, his understanding of the mortgage 
process and what is entailed in the entire development 
process, and his deep industry knowledge was a 
good one-two punch for us. We didn’t end up with 
a great designer who doesn’t know mortgage — we 
had someone who understands the unique technical 
needs of the loan officer.

The new UI worked the first day of the MBA, and 
that was the first time I saw it completed. Beautiful. 
I was excited, Jeff and the LoyaltyExpress guys were 
excited, and the lenders who came by the booth and 
saw it were excited. To say it was “well received” is 
an understatement. LoyaltyExpress has been closing 
deals with it ever since. Jeff says that their business 
has seen a double-digit increase year-over-year 
already.

I asked Jeff what advice he would give to lenders 
about marketing in a digital mortgage world. He said: 

Create new methodologies. Whether it’s on the CD 
side in terms of the lead comes in and you have an 
automated lead communication program, or during 
the loan process and you’re doing milestone updates 
or just a few educational things like, ‘Here are three 

things to help you understand how long it will take you 
to get a mortgage.’ Reinvest in that customer because 
everyone else will be going after them in a year or 
two. We keep it simple — stick with high quality and 
keep a methodology going.

A Few Final Thoughts
A question I frequently field is how I am “liking” the 
switch from leading design and development teams 
to being a consultant.  My answer is that I am enjoying 
the change more than I could ever have imagined 
possible. For sure, there are things that I miss, but 
my favorite, most valuable time has always been the 
hours and days spent with users and customers. 
And, working for STRATMOR allows me to do more 
of that than I have ever done.  As a result, I am able 
to help better align existing solutions to lender needs 
and work with vendors on filling gaps and realizing 
opportunities to better serve the lending community 
and the borrowers they serve.

In the case of LoyaltyExpress, I was able to blend a 
working knowledge of what lenders want with latest 
user interface technologies to bring to market a 
useful, usable and valuable solution which is making 
a difference to thousands of loan officers.

The takeaway from this story, is simply this: If you 
don’t believe in the power of direct mail or think, like 
I did, that it’s days were numbered in the new digital 
age of mortgage:

It’s time to THINK AGAIN!
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Mortgage Metrics Matter
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TECHNOLOGY INSIGHT SURVEY
STRATMOR Group recently launched the 2018 Technology Insight Survey, the only independent 
technology survey in the industry today that gives voice to mortgage executives’ experiences 
with their technology. 

 “Our goal in conducting this technology study is to offer lenders much needed, non-vendor-provided data 
on the technologies at work in the mortgage marketplace,” says STRATMOR Senior Partner Garth Graham. 
“We are collecting data on a wide range of systems, and this year we’ve added more questions on Digital 
Mortgage technology, Customer Satisfaction survey tools, LOS solutions, closing and collaboration tools and 
other solutions. 

“We need to hear from every lender,” says Graham. “Vendors are definitely paying attention to this study. 
They want to improve their systems, and they want to hear what their clients have to say.” 

Share your observations with your industry peers — take this survey! Follow this link to the STRATMOR 
website: Technology Insight Survey.

In this month’s Mortgage Metrics Matter article, we look at responses to two of the questions asked in the 
2017 Technology Insight Survey:  

Why do Lenders replace their Loan Origination Systems (LOS)?

What does it cost to replace an LOS?

http://stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
https://www.stratmorprograms.com/TechInsight2018?refid=Insights
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TECHNOLOGY INSIGHT SURVEY

Select Results from the 2017 Technology Insight Survey:  
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Replacing an LOS is like replacing an engine while the car is speeding down a highway.  
It can be the most significant project a lender undertakes and a lender will only replace 
an LOS when it is deemed critical to the future of the business.  

Why do lenders decide to replace their LOS?

In the 2017 survey, 17 percent of respondents indicated that they had decided to replace their Loan 
Origination System (LOS).  This is a slight drop — two percentage points — from the 2016 results which 
indicates that most lenders plan to stay with their current system.

Because replacing an LOS is a major event, lenders were asked to cite the reasons they were embarking on 
a system replacement.

Overall, lenders indicated that when a system lacks support for key compliance changes or does not keep 
pace with the functionality requirements, that system will be replaced.

In 2017, some systems simply did not keep up with the rapidly changing compliance requirements. As a 
result, 34 percent of those companies replacing systems indicated that weak vendor support for compliance 
changes was a key driver in replacing a system. Lack of functionality tied with lack of support for compliance 
changes as the top reason lenders switch systems.

Further, systems that are not built to scale with lenders as production grows or that are not built to allow 
lenders to customize the system to their individual workflow or product needs were cited by more than 
thirty percent of lenders who are replacing the systems as reasons for replacing their systems.

Finally, lenders are increasingly looking at ancillary technologies and are looking for easier ways to integrate 
those technologies with the LOS.  Lenders are willing to replace an LOS to have better integrations to third 
party software.

STRATMOR Technology Insight Study, 2017. ©STRATMOR Group, 2018.

34.3%Weak support for compliance changes

34.3%Lacks suitable functionality

31.4%Lack of system scalability / performance to
handle current or expected volume

31.4%Lack of system flexibility to 
support custom requirements

28.6%Lack of adequate selection / access to 
attractive 3rd party integrations

Top 5 Reasons for System Replacement

http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
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System replacement is a significant undertaking from an organizational perspective and it 
can require a significant investment.  

How much does it cost to implement a new LOS?

TECHNOLOGY INSIGHT SURVEY

If a lender is looking to replace their current system, it is important to understand that for any system, the 
cost of implementation varies based on the lender characteristics, the discipline of project management 
and the level of customization required at “go-live.”  

In the survey, lenders were asked the following question: Roughly what was the total upfront cost paid to 
the LOS Vendor(s), including licensing and initial implementation professional services fees to install your 
LOS and begin live production? This question was open to all respondents, not only the ones who were in 
process or recently implemented a new LOS.

Roughly half of the lenders indicated that the cost to implement a new system was under $50,000.  As you 
can imagine, these respondents tend to be smaller (Under $2B) in terms of overall originations and FTE 
count.  The larger lenders (Over $2B) spent more on implementation which can be attributed to number of 
production channels, number of locations, and total FTE count as well as the systems being implemented.  
The desire to roll out a customized system will also drive up the costs on installing a new system.

Cost to Implement LOS

Less than $50,000
49.2%

$100,001 - $500,000
20.0%

Over $500,000
10.8%

$50,001 - $100,000
20.0%

STRATMOR Technology Insight Study, 2017. ©STRATMOR Group, 2018.
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TECHNOLOGY INSIGHT SURVEY

Are you changing your LOS in the next 12 months? Would you like to know the Digital Mortgage 
benefits—and the barriers?  
STRATMOR’s 2017 Technology Insight Study includes data on how lenders feel about their mortgage 
technology experiences, both systems and vendors services. This information is vital to lenders considering 
updating or changing an existing system to meet the digital mortgage needs of today’s borrowers.

Our published results for last year’s 2017 Technology Insight Study includes comprehensive mortgage 
technology data, analyzed and quantified by STRATMOR’s team of data experts.

Key study metrics included: 

 § Digital Mortgage benefit and barrier perceptions

 § Detailed findings on the top Point of Sale and Origination systems

 § Lender satisfaction ratings and functional assessments of CRM, POS, LOS and key ancillary systems

 § Adoption levels of key Digital Mortgage functionalities

Purchase your copy of the latest Technology Insight Survey here.

http://stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
http://www.stratmorprograms.com/events/2017-stratmor-los-technology-insight-results/event-summary-fe81140c5bfb4404b93069c4a2092433.aspx
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/mortgage-insights-registration/
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PRIMARY REASONS FOR CHOOSING A LENDER
Here at STRATMOR, we’ve been saying for some time that delivering a superior borrower 
experience is the key ingredient for competitive success. Why? Because when the borrower is 
happy, they will refer friends and family to you, their real estate agent will continue to refer 
purchase borrowers to you, they will post positive comments online at your website or on social 
media, and last, but not least, they will do business with you again.

The Borrower Experience
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The Borrower Experience
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Table 1 below shows the primary reasons why borrowers choose their lender. 

What the Numbers Show
Price (best interest rate) is not what drives borrower 
selection of a lender. In fact, price is the primary 
reason for lender selection for only five percent of 
refinance borrowers and less than two percent of 
purchase borrowers. 

For refinance transactions, the key reasons why 
borrowers select a lender are, in rank order: an 
existing relationship with an originator (30.56 
percent), an existing relationship with the lender 
(23.1 percent) and a referral from a family member 
or friend (17.28 percent). 

An existing relationship with an originator typically 
involves a favorable prior origination experience 
with the originator or a recent contact initiated by the 
originator regarding the opportunity to refinance. 
An existing relationship with the lender typically 
involves borrowers whose current loan is being 
serviced by the lender and, having had a good prior 
origination experience with the lender, seek out the 
lender to refinance their current loan. And, where a 
borrower reaches out to family members or friends 
for advice, a positive referral only occurs where the 
family member or friend has had a positive prior 
origination or servicing experience with the lender.

MortgageSAT, April 2018 ©STRATMOR Group, 2018.

Table 1 % of Borrowers

Primary Reason for Choosing Lender Refinance Purchase

Best interest rate 5.06% 1.76%

Builder referral 1.16% 6.06%

Existing relationship with lender 23.13% 6.52%

Existing relationship with originator 30.56% 12.92%

Other 13.14% 6.84

Positive online reviews 3.48% 1.95%

Realtor referral 6.18% 46.76%

Referral from a family member or friend 17.28% 17.16%

Totals 100.00% 100.00%

PRIMARY REASONS FOR CHOOSING A LENDER
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The Borrower Experience

Each of these three top reasons for choosing a lender for refinancing — which in aggregate account for roughly 70 
percent of refinance borrowers — is based upon a positive borrower experience with the lender — experienced 
either directly by the borrower or by their referral or advice source.

Probably the biggest surprise in the data is the unimportance of online reviews (which are even less important 
to purchase transactions) as a primary reason. 

Could it be that all the hype about the importance of postings to social media and lender web-sites is overblown? 
Maybe so, but it is also possible that such postings serve to back up or confirm a real estate agent referral or 
recommendations by a family member or friend. In fact, as discussed later in this article, MortgageSAT research 
shows that nearly one-in-three borrowers are reading one or more online reviews — somewhere.

With purchase transactions, 47 percent of borrowers choose a lender based on a referral by a real estate 
agent. The key to getting real estate agent referrals is for an originator to build ongoing positive relationships 
with such agents by closing on time and keeping the borrower happy.

The “elephant in the room” here is that homebuyers are increasingly coming to a Realtor with a solid lender 
pre-approval in-hand, subject only to an appraisal once a property has been selected. If this trend continues 
— and we think it will — the importance of real estate agent referrals in choosing a lender will steadily 
decline in favor of existing relationships with an originator or lender and positive online reviews at social 
media and lender websites.

Are the reasons for choosing a lender correlated with a superior borrower experience? 
Table 2 shows NPS score as a proxy for the borrower experience. The NPS is calculated as the percentage 
of borrowers who are “promoters” — borrowers who rated their experience a 9 or 10 out of 10 — less the 
percentage of “detractors” — borrowers who rated their experience at 6 or less out of 10. In effect, the NPS 
score tells us, on a net basis, how many borrowers had a very favorable experience.

Table 2 % of Borrowers

Primary Reason for Choosing Lender Refinance Purchase

Best interest rate 73 66

Builder referral 71 49

Existing relationship with lender 74 71

Existing relationship with originator 89 88

Other 68 64

Positive online reviews 83 78

Realtor referral 77 75

Referral from a family member or friend 84 84

Simple Average 78 72

Weighted Average 80 76
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The key takeaways are:
1. Average NPS scores across the “primary reasons for choosing a lender” are relatively high for both 

refinance and purchase transactions, whether taken as a simple average of NPS scores (78 and 72) or as 
a weighted average (80 and 76).

2. At NPS scores of 89 (Refinance) and 88 (Purchase), choosing a lender based upon an existing originator 
relationship is associated with the best borrower experience by a relatively wide margin relative to the 
simple average of all reasons. This should not be surprising given the pivotal role of the originator in 
providing the borrower loan selection advice, assisting the borrower in gathering necessary information, 
and finally, in ongoing communications with a borrower.

3. Referral to a lender by a family member or friend, at NPS scores of 85 (Refinance) and 84 (Purchase), is 
also a reliable predictor of a superior borrower experience. To make a lender or originator referral, the 
positive feelings must be strong as there is a lot more at stake when recommending a lender to a friend 
or relative then there is when, for example, recommending a movie. 

4. Positive online reviews — which as previously noted do not drive a significant percentage of lender 
selection decisions — were also correlated with better than average NPS scores.

5. Realtor referrals generated middle-of-the-pack NPS scores (77 and 75). This is especially surprising with 
purchase loans where, given the alignment of interests between the real estate agent and the borrower, 
we would expect lender referrals by real estate agents to result in significantly superior borrower 
experiences. Not the case!

6. Builder referrals for purchase loans garnered a worst-in-class NPS score of 49. This is roughly 20 points 
below the average and suggests to us that builders are selecting lender partners on factors other than the 
borrower experience being delivered. 

The Role of Social Media
In more recent versions of the MortgageSAT borrower survey, borrowers are asked:

“On which website(s) did you read online reviews about mortgage lenders? Select all that apply.”

Table 3 displays the results of this question. About 61 percent of borrowers responded that they did not 
read any online reviews and an additional 10 percent said that, although they read online reviews, they 
could not remember specific websites. Only 29 percent of respondents selected one or more of the listed 
websites. For each of these sites, the percentage mentioned is not the percentage of borrowers who read 
online reviews exclusively at that site since borrowers can select more than one site.

PRIMARY REASONS FOR CHOOSING A LENDER
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Of the 29 percent of borrowers who read at least one online review, the most frequented site was the 
lender’s website, and that such borrowers generated a high NPS score of 87. In terms of NPS, Facebook, 
Yelp! and Zillow all generated NPS scores over 80, with Zillow being the most frequented site other than 
the lender’s website. Positive online reviews are infrequently the primary reason for choosing a lender, 
but they can confirm referrals that have already been made and, as Table 3 suggests, result in higher 
borrower satisfaction scores. Further, LOs have come to believe that positive online reviews are paramount 
to increasing their referral business, especially when used as a tool to recruit new real estate agent referral 
partners. 

Table 3 Website Selected Net Promoter Score % Mentioned

Lender’s website 87 8.88%

Facebook 86 2.69%

Yelp! 82 2.45%

Zillow.com 81 5.68%

Don’t remember 77 10.05%

Other 76 3.55%

I did not read any online reviews 74 61.08%

LendingTree.com 73 2.28%

ConsumerAffairs.com 69 0.96%

NerdWallet.com 64 0.94%

BankRate.com 63 1.44%
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If you are interested in learning more about STRATMOR’s MortgageSAT Borrower Satisfaction Program, 
click here. Or reach out directly to Mike Seminari, Director of MortgageSAT, at 614.284.4030 or  
mike.seminari@stratmorgroup.com n

The Borrower Experience
PRIMARY REASONS FOR CHOOSING A LENDER

What’s a Lender to Do?
There are steps lenders can take to improve the borrower’s experience to keep them happy and coming 
back to do business with you.

Build strong referral relationships. The best way to help loan officers retain strong referral relationships 
is to delight the customer every step of the way. To keep the real estate agent relationship strong, doing 
the job well and creating “raving fans” of the borrower is essential. This means helping LOs see blind 
spots in their services and providing coaching insights on how they can improve. It also means sitting 
down with the LO and reviewing loans where client feedback showed an unwillingness to recommend 
them, and having open dialogue about how they plan to change the conversation. 

Delight the customer. Many LOs think that receiving high personal marks from a borrower will lead to 
referrals, but our data suggests otherwise. Sometimes, borrowers perceive their LOs as having shielded 
them from the “mean underwriter” or the “demanding processor.” Rather than being delighted with 
the process and ready to recommend, the borrower ends up bad-mouthing the lender. Delighting the 
borrower happens across the span of the entire loan process. A tool like MortgageSAT will give you the 
insights needed to fine-tune each phase of the origination process by loan participant.

Develop the right kind of online presence. According to data from STRATMOR’s MortgageSAT program, 
very few borrowers are searching organically for their lender.  Instead, they are using online review sites 
to confirm referrals they have already received. While it is important for loan officers to have an online 
presence, they should not expect organic referrals from it - real-life referral relationships are still king. 
MortgageSAT has tools that make it easy for a lender’s satisfied borrowers to post comments to the 
lender’s website and to Zillow. For more on social media sites, see this article on the STRATMOR website 
by MortgageSAT Program Director Mike Seminari: “Which Social Media Sites Have the Greatest Potential 
for Impacting Revenue?”

http://www.stratmorgroup.com/stratmor-insights-registration/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/mortgagesat
mailto:mike.seminari%40stratmorgroup.com?subject=MortgageSAT%20Borrower%20Satisfaction%20Program
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/mortgagesat_tips/october-2017/
http://www.stratmorgroup.com/mortgagesat_tips/october-2017/


For more information about the MortgageSAT Program please email mike.seminari@stratmorgroup.com.

MortgageSAT Borrower Satisfaction Program
 : : : : : : : : :  2018 INNOVATION AWARD WINNER : : : : : : : : :

“By means of its powerful borrower satisfaction management tool, MortgageSAT, STRATMOR has 
led the way to fundamentally change the way lenders manage and apply borrower feedback.”

- Anthony Garritano, Chairman and Founder of the Progress in Lending Association

����
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